
Creador de Sueños - Plurum



Partner at    , a specialized firm in HR, Happiness and 
Organizational Well-being.
 
Masters in happiness at
 
Happiness at Work certificate at

Speaker at

Addiction counselor

National and international speaker

Author : 
“Happiness is an electrocardiogram” (2018)
and “Between rollers and stairs” (2020).



Founder of the first university lecture program in happiness which was recognized by 
Maganize, as one of 100 ideas that are changing the world of education.

Organizational Wellness and Happiness Consultant

Professor at

MBA Professor at

ACT (Acceptance and Commitment Therapy) therapy expert , logotherapy,
choice theory and positive psychology



Ironman 70.3
Madrid Marathon
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CONFERENCES
WEBINARS
WORKSHOPS



Content is tailored to clients’ needs

Personalized conferences



What is it about

Based on his book published in 2020. It seeks to accompany and facilitate a 
scenario among the participants, where the concept is promoted over which, 
any person who takes responsibility for their life, and assume the 
consequences of your decisions in addition to the that corresponds to him in 
his relationships, he is a leader. In this way we raise the level of consciousness 
compared to understanding that leadership it begins with oneself, when I take 
responsibility for my life, my relationships and my actions.

Between rollers
and stairs

What is it about

Based on his book published in 2018, the conference hooks, connects and 
empowers audiences from start to finish to generate dialogues and 
positive experiences. It also seeks a deeper level of understanding of 
happiness. Interaction exercises will be carried out with the audience 
that will seek connectivity with desired habits and behaviors, 
management of optimism, values and experience of them.

Happiness is an
electrocardiogram



What is it about

Scenario that tries to promote mental health, you learn to 
manage emotions and relate to the life of healthy way. It is 
not about choosing what life we delivery, but choosing how 
we deal with it. We learn to manage emotions, relate to life 
and healthier people.

Happiness in times
of uncertainty

What is it about
This conference seeks to bet on a solution that seeks the positive 
change in each individual and that affects the field organizational 
by strengthening their skills and competencies to create deep  re-
lationships.

Development of the five axes:
Dream with purpose

Measure your potential

Innovate and manage change

Lead from the heart

Deliver results
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Click on the images

Press

https://redmas.com.co/w/es-mas-facil-inspirar-a-las-personas-siendo-feliz-andres-ramirez-sobre-su-nuevo-1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gsisGp-F7k0&t=12s
https://www.facebook.com/fundacionterpel/videos/2859186047683026/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=usys2T55B1c
https://www.youtube.com/watchv=oBMRwGS6Ado&list=PL07GqAK06JbK7o_rr6GGI7o3IXvAYoLuD&index=14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=okU0CJke9-I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B9av7jENeBA&list=PL07GqAK06JbK7o_rr6GGI7o3IXvAYoLuD&index=16
https://www.youtube.com/watchv=6HdW3iKe8Wg&list=PL07GqAK06JbK7o_rr6GGI7o3IXvAYoLuD&index=12
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KKNtXIAMKDk&list=PL07GqAK06JbK7o_rr6GGI7o3IXvAYoLuD&index=17
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aro1975 aro1975 Andres Ramirez

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ramirezoandres/

